


andrew himself has worked on projects in spain 
and also california maintaining relationships with 

contractors in these countries today.

he hhe has also travelled around the world, mainly    
exploring  on a mountain bike or an enduro motor 
bike, meeting many inspirational people, catching 

many sights aswell as coming across many                
different construction practices along the way.

rregularly racing both push & motor bikes at home 
aswell as dabbling in international & world 

rounds in the uk, spain, andorra, usa, chile and new 
zealand

with a life with a life long racing experience a recognition of 
how experience amounting from knowledge, time & 
discipline will naturally compound to give better 
results. A decent rule to follow regarding any 

skill, including trades such as landscaping.

hopefulhopefully we can build on our existing  strengths 
to deliver the best landscaping design &                    

construct service available to our clients.  

About us

WITH A PASSION FOR NATURE, THE OUTDOORS &            
FUNCTIONALLY AESTHETIC DESIGN ANDREW LEADS A 
CONTINUALLY IMPROVING AND ADAPTING SMALL, TRUST-
WORTHY TEAM ALONG WITH SUBCONTRACTORS WITH A 
FOCUS STRICTLY ON QUALITY.

WE REALLY WANT EVERY FINISHED PROJECT TO BE       
SOMETHING TO SHOUT ABOUT, THAT OUR CLIENTS WILL 
HAVE SOMETHING SPECIAL TO BE PROUD OF.

WE WANT OUR CLIENTS FINISHED SPACES TO ADD VALUE, 
NOT JUST TO THEIR PROPERTY BUT TO THEIR QUALITY OF 
LIFE.

GENUINE GENUINE PASSION FOR QUALITY. A GOOD DESIGN AND AN 
IDEA OF EXECUTION  IS QUITE RARE IN MODERN TIMES.

DETAIL AND PATIENCE IS AN EXCLUSIVE CLUB, AND WHAT 
ADDS MORE VALUE TO ANYTHING THAN IT BEING GENUINE & 
EXCLUSIVE. 



Book a  consultation 

In order to get the ball rolling on your dream out-
door space we need to call out for a chat. 

our increased recognition for passion fueled              
functional design & aesthetic flair means in order 
to maintain the genuine quality thats brought us 
here today we have to work exclusively with            
clients who book with us on line.

aaccounting for our client’s perspective combined 
with our experience promises to add value to the 
finished project in terms of use of the space & 
property value.

what is included ?

site visit & measure up service 

Discussion on your specific needs, your vision for 
the area & advice on whats possible

material & layout recommendations

planting recommendations tailored to your 
individindividual tastes and the surrounding environment

c.a.d  scale outline of area & idea generation. Idea 
rough brain storm

cost guide lines 

potential maintenance factors explained

book via our secure website for £240.00 inc. VAT



Design Packages

This is where it gets exciting.

based on the consultation, brain storming, rough 
sketching, mood boards & discussion we can help 
our clients visualise their finished project before 
a single tool has arrived on site.

3d scale design including level variations and 
access from the house & other access points 

around the property.

photo realistic materials applied to help with        
material choices. 

day & night renders available to illustrate lighting 
proposals.

fulfull installataions & build costs for each design 
element.

Material specifications & alternative options  
available.

we we can supply blue prints including exploded    
drawings showing all dimensions & quantities which 

is handy if you only wish to avail of our design             
services and chose a different contractor for                  

construction.

design costs start at £480.00 INC. VAT.



Design example

how we can help you visualise, save time, waste & 
money on the final project.

exploded dims

DESIGNS FROM £480.00 PLUS VAT

night renders illustrating  bespoke  lighting

finished project



Schedules

We understand the importance of a schedule & 
sticking to it.

all our designs come with a schedule of works & 
payments.

thethey also come with things that may affect the 
schedule which with ourselves in this industry is 
mostly the weather. 

did we mention the weather?

believe it or not it doesnt rain half as much in 
Northern ireland as most of us percieve although 
it can still affect progress on out door projects.

we wilwe will always provide information on elements of 
your project which will be affected by the      

weather which may either bring forward or post-
pone them during the construction process.

The reason for mentioning any possible factors 
affecting schedule is we like to stay as                  

transparent as possible with our clients which is 
also applicable to our pricing structure.

ququotations are broken down into individual                 
elements & a schedule of deposits & balances               

payable of exactly how much & when to allow our 
clients to prepare along with have peace of mind 

from start to finish.



Construction

“you have to crack an egg to make an omelette”

indeed... however we understand that this                 
particular omelette is going have to be better 
than what your expecting and lets not let any egg 
stray from the pan

we understand that for our clients a dream 
garden shouldnt come at a cost of living on a 

total building site for a prolonged period of time.

we implement a “best practice ” approach to evry 
individual element of theconstruction process.

ffrom any excavation work to cutting & building we 
aim to stream line with a kaizen approach. starting 

from ensuring a tidy job site with regard to               
existing environment, structures & neighbours we 
dont want any process to take longer or create 

more fuss than is absolutely necessary.

We also beliWe also believe in timeless design built strong & 
finished to a high standard offering a longevity to 

value.

oover the years we have developed strong                     
relationships with trustworthy & high quality sub 

contractors, service providers & suppliers to 
ensure a team our clients can trust with their 

home.  



materials  responsibly sourced from sustainable 
sources from all over the world including stone & 

specialist hardwoods.

we specifically trust a small number of suppliers 
to procure the materials ready in whichever 

format required which can vary vastly between 
styles of the same raw material.

our suppour supply chain is among the best in the Uk for      
bespoke stone and hardwood.

in addition we have relationships with                      
knowledgable & trustworthy providers of            
various other hardware such as electrical,           

salvage, technical mortars, adhesives & concrete.

ththese rlationships havent been formed with just 
anyone who sells the product but time proven 

partners in the industry.

suppliers

we have focused on building strong relationships 
with the suppliers who have stood the test of time 
with ourselves in order to be able to confidently 
source the materials needed for your job.

we also we also focus on supporting local suppliers who 
meet the standards demanded to offer a premium 
level of service to the final customer.



cost guide

without a measure up, design and quotes its hard 
to know how much a project can cost or what to 
budget for. 

We also dont want to charge you for a design just 
to find that out.

soso to be transparent here is a selection of some of 
the most popular jobs featured on our instagram 
and the price ranges they fall into.

we havent published exact prices as factors              
including but not limited to materials, planting & 
access all affect prices and this serves as a guide 
only 

hopefulhopefully this helps you decide which steps to take 
towards your dream out door space.

Dont forget to follow us on instagram

@greenscapeoutdoors

30/35k 5/7k

20/25k 22/27k

7/9k 25/30k

9/11k 10/12k



Maintenance

Nothing of any value is really going to last with 
zero maintenance.

We We can certainly work towards extremely low 
maintenance but maintenance in anything is always 
going to be requiired to keep it at its best for the 
life of it.

during the design process we will highlight any   
elements which once in place will require                 

maintenance.

at this stage we will advise on how often any     
maintenance needs to be carried out in order to 
prpreserve the installed scheme elements for the 
longest possible life while maintaining a quality 

finish.

we offer a range of maintenance services tailored 
to suit our clients requirements.

if a ceif a certain maintenace factor is not covered by 
ourselves we always have a trusted and time 

proven sub contractor to use or recommend to 
our clients.

our main maintenance speciality is hedge cutting 
of which we are seriously proud of the hedges we 
are priveledged to be trusted with the up keep of.




